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Homer and Virgil both represent the epic genre par excellence; they are The Great Epic 

Poets of the ancient world. Yet they are separated not only by language and geography but 

by 700 years or more of historical and political change. The question naturally arises: how 

much do they in fact have in common? How comparable are they? The relationship is 

further complicated by being one of competition on Virgil's part – he was not only imitating 

but seeking to rival both the Homeric epics – perhaps he even dreamed of surpassing them, 

of conquering the genre for Latin poetry. Certainly the contemporary Propertius saw the 

contest in those terms. 'Give way, you Roman writers, give way, you Greeks,' he wrote; 'A 

work greater than the Iliad is in the making!' 

 

The primitive versus the sophisticated? 

 

Critics and scholars have always assumed that the way to understand the Aeneid is to 

compare it with its models, and that means above all its Homeric models. The comparison is 

often, however, expressed in terms of contrast and opposition: early epic (Homer) versus 

mature, primitive versus sophisticated, oral versus literary, primary versus secondary. The 

Iliad in particular has sometimes been dismissed as a monstrous world of bloodthirsty 

chieftains hacking at one another for relatively trivial ends; in contrast, the Aeneid has a 

great subject, the founding of Rome, and portrays a more civilised, thoughtful hero, one 

who is at least some of the time a responsible leader, struggling towards the fulfilment of 

divine purpose. 

 

It seems obvious now that this is not the right way to look at Homer. In the eighteenth 

century readers of Homer were shocked by the barbaric qualities of a less cultivated age, 

and were often blind to the different standards of courtesy and honour which do apply in 

the society Homer portrays; it was natural for them to look more favourably on Virgil, the 

court poet who observed decent moral and poetic standards. Downgrading of Homer in 

modern times has had different roots: in the wake of modern discoveries about oral 

traditions and oral poetry, it was assumed that Homer was himself an oral poet (something 

which has never been finally proved), and that this limited the range of things he could 

express and restricted the degree of forward planning, sophisticated construction, and 

'literary' technique which he could conceive and introduce into his composition. 

 

 

 

 



A sophisticated poet and his commentator? 

 

Over the last decade or two things have changed; these are exciting times in Homeric 

studies. Recent studies have effectively re-stated the case for Homer as a literary poet, even 

if not a literate one: that is, whether Homer himself made use of writing or not in the 

composition of his works, the Iliad and the Odyssey are conceived as complex and carefully 

integrated poems, rich in art and artifice, vividly characterised, subtly narrated, and treating 

themes of lasting importance: what makes a man a part of a community, and what isolates 

him from it; what constitutes heroism and nobility; what separates man from god and, given 

man's powerlessness and mortality, what gives human life meaning. To put it crudely, 

Homer has been let out of the closet and been allowed once more to be a great poet – or 

two great poets, if we separate the authorship of Iliad and Odyssey. 

 

How, if at all, does this affect the way we look at Virgil? There is a sense in which it does not. 

The Homeric epics are still the same, Virgil's Aeneid is still the same; even if we have 

changed the way we look at one poet, why should we alter our view of the other? But of 

course reading and criticism are not so simple and systematic as that. Readers involved in 

the change of perspective on Homer are likely to look at Virgil with new eyes: to take only 

one general consequence, they can now see that Virgil saw a lot of what we now see in 

Homer, and built upon it. What looked like Virgil 'civilising' or improving on Homer can now 

be seen as Virgil observing and valuing the civilised attitudes and the subtlety of narrative 

technique which were already present (even if sometimes only in part) in the Homeric epics. 

Virgil turns out to be one of the best commentators  on Homer. A further consequence is 

the need to rethink the ethical comparison of Homer and Virgil: if Homer is already showing 

the tragic side of life and especially the cruelty and suffering associated with war, there is 

less point in seeing this as a particularly Virgilian insight. Heroism and martial success are 

problematic in both Homer and Virgil: neither Achilles nor Agamemnon, neither Aeneas nor 

Turnus, can be plausibly regarded as model figures or ideal kings. (This conclusion runs 

counter to the view of earlier centuries, in which for instance the Elizabethan Sir Philip 

Sydney saw Aeneas as the embodiment of 'a virtuous man in all fortunes', and Dryden 

described the object of epic as ' to form the mind to heroic virtue by example'.) 

 

Tragic Virgil 

 

These generalisations need to be fleshed out with some more specific examples. One of 

these might be the contrast between Virgil's hero and Turnus, his most formidable 

opponent. Orthodoxy has it that Turnus is a 'Homeric' hero, dashing, unthinking and violent, 

who must give way to the new style hero, the proto-Roman Aeneas; according to some 

readings, Aeneas too was once a 'Homeric' figure, back in his hot-headed days of immaturity 

during the sack of Troy, but he has improved since. This approach seems to run into 

difficulties when we actually look at some of Aeneas' actions in his more mature period, in 



the second half of the epic – the killing of Lausus in book 10, for example, and the sacrifice 

of Rutulian captives as a tribute to Pallas in book II. Both these episodes have background in 

Achilles' ruthless onslaught on the Trojans after Patroclus' death. But the argument also 

founders because it misrepresents and oversimplifies Homer: there is no monolithic type of 

the 'Homeric hero', but a wide variety of personalities – not only Achilles and Odysseus, in 

some ways opposite in character, but also Ajax, Nestor, Menelaus, Patroclus (to say nothing 

of the Trojans). Some of these are more impressive fighters than Virgil's Aeneas, not a few 

are better orators and diplomats. It is simply not the case that Aeneas represents a major 

leap forward for mankind from the 'primitive' level of Homeric ethics and psychology. 

Indeed, Virgil has deliberately avoided the opportunity to show Aeneas as a magnanimous 

victor, in the notorious final scene of the epic. Whereas Homer showed Achilles as a savage 

conqueror but later a man who could show compassion and release his enemy's corpse to a 

grieving parent, Virgil ends the story abruptly and disturbingly, with violent revenge and 

thoughts of clemency forgotten. In this scene we see, perhaps, a more pessimistic view of 

war and of the mentality of men at war than in Homer. 

 

As for Turnus, the label 'Homeric' again seems to be a labour-saving formula which conceals 

both the complexity of the Homeric legacy and the extent to which Virgil has gone further. 

Certainly, Turnus sees himself as a Homeric figure, in that he regards himself as like 

Menelaus or the other Greek heroes, wronged by a foreign intruder who has stolen his 

bride-to-be; and the poet also presents him as Greek in stock, and has other characters refer 

to him as a new Achilles (the Sibyl in book 6, for example). Virgil uses Homer's treatment of 

the Trojan war as background and as a foil, against which the new war in Latium is set in 

relief. Just as Trojan success in the Iliad was made possible by Achilles' absence and negated 

by his return, so in the Aeneid Turnus and his allies can only triumph as long as Aeneas is 

elsewhere. In the end Turnus occupies the role of Homer's Hector – hunted down and 

destroyed by a superior opponent. But there is a very different element in Virgil's 

presentation of Turnus, which goes beyond Homer and makes his career more hopeless and 

pathetic. This is the part played by the Fury Allecto, who in book 7 (a horrifying scene) 

inspires Turnus with a mad frenzy for war, plunging a fiery brand into his heart. This divine 

manipulation goes beyond the norms of Homeric narrative, where a human can be ordered, 

deceived or strengthened by a divinity, but does not lose control of his or her actions. Virgil, 

through Allecto and Turnus as elsewhere, shows a deeper and more alarming awareness of 

the power of evil in the world, and of the powerlessness of man in the face of irrational 

forces. Here, certainly, Virgil is different from Homer, but the development is such as to 

enhance the tragedy. 

 

Dignified deities? 

 

One area where Homer and Virgil have often been contrasted is in their theology – the gods 

of Virgil, surely, are more august, more dignified, more Roman in their concern for duty (fas 



and pietas); how different from the frivolous divinities of the Iliad. But one scene of the 

Aeneid at least needs to be considered before the verdict on Virgil's pantheon is given – the 

love-scene between Venus and Vulcan in book 8, 370-406 (a passage which also helps refute 

the claim that after finishing the Georgics Virgil lost his sense of humour). Here Virgil is 

building on two splendid Homeric scenes: the seduction of Zeus by Hera (Iliad 14) and the 

story about the love affair of Ares and Aphrodite, and how Hephaestus caught them in bed 

(Odyssey 8). In Virgil's scene, Venus is pleading for armour for Aeneas to use in battle, and is 

presented as seducing and deceiving her husband Vulcan: 'sensit laeta dolis' ('she felt happy 

at her tricks'). Although she uses sweet and wheedling endearments ('carissime coniunx', 

'dearest spouse') she is in fact asking him to help one of her bastards: 'orma raga, genetrix 

nato' ('I ask for arms, a mother asking for her son') daringly glosses over this. Although 

Vulcan at first hesitates, the goddess resorts to stronger measures, employing her divine 

beauty as an irresistible weapon. 'Then the father, chained in the bonds of everlasting love, 

made his reply ...' and Venus gets her way. The metaphor of chains (devinctus) in this line is 

a witty allusion to the chains which the god had used in the Odyssey to ensnare his 

adulterous wife. The captor is now the captive; the cuckold, briefly a victor and 

unsuccessfully an avenger, is once again Venus's worshipful instrument. 

 

Homer regularly contrasts divine life with human, divine ease and self-indulgence with 

mortal suffering and loss. Virgil here takes a lesson from Homer, but adapts it to a Roman 

mode. After the lush and erotic scene between Venus and Vucan, which is given something 

of the lasciviousness of an affair, a simile is used to describe Vulcan rising to his task next 

morning. 

 

Then, at the hour when rest had banished sleep, in the mid-course of the now 

departing night, the time when a woman first rouse s the ashes and the slumbering 

embers – a woman whose task it is to support her life by spinning, Minerva's humble 

toil; she adds the hours of night to her task, and sets her household to their lengthy 

chores by the light of lamps, so that she may keep her husband's bed chaste and 

raise her little sons; even so, as eagerly, did the lord of fire arise from his soft 

coverlets to proceed to the work of his craft. 

(407-415) 

 

The comparison of Vulcan to a virtuous wife is pointed. Vulcan, the male, is dominated by 

his unfaithful consort. The poverty-stricken life of the mortal is contrasted with the 

comfortable bed of the immortals (note that Venus presumably has a longer lie-in!). The 

devoted mother cares for her offspring; by contrast, Venus and Vulcan have no child; the 

natus (male offspring) of line 383 is Aeneas, a son born out of wedlock. Elsewhere in the 

poem we see something of the distance between the immortal mother and the struggling, 

unhappy, mortal hero. As in Homer, divine self-indulgence and human struggle are 

juxtaposed; Virgil's gods are seen to demand a higher standard of virtue and dedication 



from mankind than they are prepared to impose on themselves. Virgil is constantly aware of 

Homer's sophistication and profundity; and by reading Virgil and Homer alongside one 

another we can see more clearly that the later poet is not merely tidying up or improving on 

Homer's tragic vision, but heightening it. 
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